Kaduduzak

*Kaduduzak*, which verbatim means «stealing pumpkin» is a children game played by boys of 8 to 14 age. It is played outdoors in the fields. A group of boy will gather and bring several rocks of varied size and weight and put them around the field to be a pretend pumpkin. One of the players is chosen as a guard and others will be robbers. The guard will pretend as if he is working in his pumpkin field making the ground soft and enjoying to see his pumpkins grow. After getting tired he pretends to fall asleep and this instance the robbers come.

The game aims in speed and intuition. As the «robbers» tries to get the pumpkins the guard tries to protect them and the one get a rock and runs and guard cannot catch wins the game. The «robber» who is caught by the guard will be playing the «guard» role in the next round of the game.

In the case when the «robbers» manage to steal all the pumpkins the same player will play the guard's role again.